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ABSTRACT

The removal of soft overburdens from contaminated pits and trcnche;
involves using equipment that will remove a small layer of soft from 3 to 6 in. at any
time. As a |ayer of soil is removed, overburden charactcnzation techniques perform
surveys to a depth that exceeds each overburden removal layer to ensure that the
removed soft wil| be free of contamination. It is generally exI_ctcd that no
contamination will be found in lhc soft overburden, which was brought in after the
waste was put in p|acc. It is anticipated that some containers in the waste zone have
lost their integrity, and the waste leakage from those containers has migrated by
gravity downward into the waste zone. To maintain a safe work environment, this
method of overburden removal should allow safe preparation of lt pit or trench for
final remediation.

To demonstrate the soil overburden techniques, the Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration Program has contracted vendor services to provide equipment and
techniques demonstrating soil overburden removal technology. The demonstration
will include tests that will evaluate equipment performance and techniques for
removal of overburden soil, control of contamination spread, and dust control. To
evaluate the performance of these techniques, air paniculate samples, physical
measurements of the excavation soil cuts, maneuverability measurements, and time
versus volume (rate) of soil removal data will be collected during removal operations.
To provide a medium for _ample evaluation, the overburden will be spiked at specific
locations and depths with rare earth tracers. This test plan will describe the objectives
of the demonstration, data quality objectives, methods to be used to operate the
equipment and use the techniques in the test area, and methods to be used in
collecting data during the demonstration. ' 1_
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SUMMARY

This test plan is lor an overburdetl soil removal demotlstraticm thal is being
performed al the Idaho National Engineering l,aboratory (INEl,) as part of the U.S.
Depanmem of Energy (DOE) Office of Technology Development (OTD) Buried
Wast,' Integrated Demonstration (P,WII)_ t'roject under the Retrieval Related
Technologies Technical Task Plan (TTP) 11).1321107. BWID examines promising
technologies for demonstration purposes and also develops new technologies for
application to DOl- sites' waste problems. Additional support for this demonstration

• is being provided by the Uranium Soils Integrated Demonstration.

The overall objective of this demonstration is to explore the effectiveness of
equipment that may ultimately be used tt_ remove the overburden soil from

- transuranic (TRU) waste pits and trenches. The overburden soil is expected to be
clean; however, local hot spots may be present in the actual buried waste pits because
of past burial practices and meteorological conditions. Therefore, the overburden
must be removed in precise, controllable increments. Crucial technical aspects of the
overburden removal include minimizing dust generation and the Ix_tential associated
spread of airborne contaminants, lt is anticipated that removal procedures will
ultimately require both prcsampling of the excavation region and some screening for
hot spots during operations to preclude categorization of contaminated soil as clean
soil.

The specific objectives for the test described i_l this plan arc

• Demonstrate that increments of soil can be removed in predetermined
and controlled thicknesses and determine the precision and accuracy
of the removal equipment and processes.

• l)cmonstrate the ability of the equipment and processes to control the
generation of fugitive dust during removal of the soil and determine
the amount of dust generated at the point of excavation

• Demonstrate the ability of the soil removal equipment and techniques
to control the spread of contamination by quantifying the amount of
tracer m'_tcrial spread during operations.

• Demonstrate and measure the maneuverability of the removal
equipment and excavate around simulated or real obstacles within the
overburden removal area.

• Demonstrate that overburden soil can be removed at rates that would
be representative of a production retrieval operation.

The demonstration will be performed at a "cold" test area at the INEL. In
19Y8, a nonhazardous and nonradioactive (or cold) simulated waste test pit was
developed near the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC_. This area,
known as the Cold Test Pit is located about 3(X) ft south of the RWMC south fence.
The Cold Test Pit concept was conceived when it was realized that to effectively test
retrieval, characterization, contamination control, and related technologies, a safe and

• noncontaminated test bed would be essential. The Cold Test Pit coi_tains materials to
represent the forms of the actual waste in a subsurface pit or trench, Funik:rrnore, the
Cold Test Pit is covered by a overburden of soil similar to that of ,_ Subsurface
Dispo.,;al Area (SDA).

To accomplish the task, a competitive procurement for a fixed price contract
was initiated in fiscal year 1993 to private industry to solicit proposals for equipment
and processe,_ for performing overburden removal. Sonsub, inc., of ttouston, Texas,



submitted tile witching proposal and was awarded lhc contract to perform lilt'
demonstration at the INEt, in tilt: summer of 1993. The demonstration will include
using a standard modern hydraulic excavator with a slx:cially adapted bucket to skim
3, 4, or 6 in. thick layers in 3 ft wide strips from the Cold Test Pit. Bucket adaptations
include deptll cOlllrol planes and laser leveling to ensure accurate coi_trol of dci)rh-of-
cut and special features to control the generatiol_ of dust and spread oi
contamination.

Work done under the BWID ovcrburden soil removal demonstration project
will eliminate unknowns in the tx_dy of knowledge about the rctric,,al options for
buried TRU waste at the INEL. This information will be factored into a remedial

investigation/feasibility study leading to a final record of decision for disposition of
the buried TRU waste.
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Test Plan for the Overburden
Removal Demonstration

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this test plan is to outline tile methods that will t_c used to evaluate soil
overburden removal techniques. These techniques will be demonstrated at the Cold Test Pit during
fiscal year (FY) 1993. The purlx_se of these demonstrations is to evaluate the current tectmology in

" equipment and techniques for the removal of overburden soils at the Radioactive Waste Managemenl
Complex (RWMC) Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INF_.I,).

This test plan outlines the background information for the demonstration, discusses the
organizational structure, outlines the objectives of the tests to be conducted, describes the methods
and apparatus used to conduct the tests, and details the quality and safety requiremenL,_ for these tests.

Although many methods for overburden soil removal exist, the funding available through the
BWID Program is not ;_dcquate to demonstrate ali of them; therefore, only the technique described in
this test plan will be dcmonstlatcd this year.



2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Background Information

During the period from 1950 to 1972, over 2.3 million cubic feet of transuranic (TRU)
wastes was disposed at the SDA in shallow land-filled pits and trenches. These wastes consist of
drums, boxes, and large objects contaminated with TRU and organic materials. The primary hazards
associated with these wastes are plutonium and americium compounds and organic solvents from
w¢.:"_ons production activities at the Rocky Flats Plant. These wastes were placed in pits and trenches
and t_.vered with an average of 3 to 5 ft of soil as a cap to seal the pit or trench. In 1989, the RWMC
becar, le an Environmental Protcction Agency (EPA) Superfund site. Current U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) plans to rcmcdiate the site include removal of the wastes from these pits and trenches
for further processing. To remove these wastes, the soil overburden must be removed, lt is probable
that during storage, many of the waste containers may have lost their integrity and the TRU materials "
have leached into the surrounding soil. Because of the possibility of contamination spread, removal
of overburden soils must bc accomplished in a maimer that will minimize the generation mad spread
of contaminated soils. To meet this objective, the Office of Technology Development's (OTD's)
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) and Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration
(USID) Programs will test soil overburden removal equipment and techniques during FY-93.

In 1988 EG&G Idaho, Inc. constructed the Cold Test Pit. The Cold Test Pit provides an area
to demonstrate retr',eval technologies in a noncontaminated environment. The Cold Test Pit was
constructed using simulated waste forms and storage configurations that mimic those found in the
SDA (see Figure 1). The tests outlined in this document will be performed at the Cold Test Pit.

2.2 Objectives

The overall objective of this demonstration is to explore the cffc :tivcness of equipment that
may ultimately be used to remove the overburden soil from TRU waste pits and trenches (i.e., to
examine the feasibility). The data will eventually be used by Environmental Restoration during the
feasibility study for parts of the RWMC and possibly by additional efforts in other locations. Data
will also be used by Environmental Restoration to project additional technology needs for BWID out
year planning. The overburden soil is expected to be clean; however, local hot spots may be prcscnt
in the actual buried waste pits because of past burial practices and meteorological conditions.
Therefore, the overburden must Ix" removed in precise, controllable increments. Crucial technical
aspects of the overburden removal include minimizing dust generation and the potential associated
spread of airborne contaminants, lt is anticipated that removal procedures will rcquirc both
presampling of the excavation region and some screening for hot spots during operations to preclude
categorization of contaminated soil as clean soil.

The primary objectives for the test descritw.d in this plan are

• Demonstrate that increments of soil can be removed in predetermined and controlled
thicknesses and determine the precision and accuracy of the removal equipment and
processes. The demonstration includes using a standard modem hydraulic excavator with a
specially adapted bucket to skim 3, 4, or 6 ira. thick layers in 3 ft wide strips from the Cold
Test Pit. Bucket adaptations include depth control plane.,; set for the proper depth-of-cut.

• Demonstrate the ability of the equipment and processes to control the generation of fugitive
dust during removal of the soil and dctemainc if dust was generated at the point of excavation
at levels above background.

• Demonstrate the ability of the soil removal equipment and techniques to control the spread of
contamination. By quantifying contamination spread using the collection and measurement
of samples, detcnni_c if erbium was detected at levels above background during overburden
soil removal opcratio:_s.
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Figure 1. The Cold Test Pit at the INEL is a nonradioactive, nonhazardous waste pit designed to
simulate a TRU subsurface disposal pit or trench. The sketch above shows a layout of the Cold Test
Pit with the approximate contour of the overburden soil. The overburden is approximately 3 to 6 ft
thick and slopes gently in both the longitudinal and lateral directions to the crown.



The secondary objectives for the test described in this plan are

• Demonstrate and measure the maneuverability of the removal equipment to work in or
around the Cold Test Pit and excavate around simulated or real obstacles within the
overburden removal area.

• Demonstrate that overburden soil can be removed at rates that would be representative of a
production retrieval operation using the equipment, processes, and procedures described in
this test plan.

This demonstration can be deemed a success if sufficient data and operations experience are
gained to assess the capability of this technology to accomplish controlled removal of soil from a hot
pit or contaminated area and if Environmental Restoration is provided with data to perform the
feasibility studies. This determination will be made based on the following:

• Data adequate to determine the precision and accuracy of the removal of overburden soil in
controlled increments at 3, 4, 6, and 12 in.

• Collection of sufficient quantitative data to make a determination on the generation of dust
during overburden soil removal at 3, 4, 6, and 12 in.

• Collection of sufficient quantitative data to make a determination on the spread of
contamination resulting from the application of the equipment and processes

• Collection of sufficient data to document the maneuverability envelope of the excavator and
the excavator end-effector used in the demonstration

• Data adequate to document soil removal rates at 3, 4, and 6 in.

These objectives shall be accomplished by using the methods described in this test plan.

2.3 Data Quality Objectives

Data will be obtained with the best available instrumentation within the stated budget of the
project. Ali instrumentation will operate within the stated calibration range, with total uncertainty as
stated in Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.4.

The data quality objectives (DQO) include a review by the Sonsub, Inc., project manager
and/or project engineer and EG&G Idaho site representative to verify that data are within the
performance specification as detailed in this test plan.

Details of the analytical procedures, including gravimetric analysis of the filters, chemical
analysis of the filters, and calculation procedures are detailed in Section 8 "Analytical Procedures,"
of this test plan. Section 9, "Data Management and Analysis," describes reduction, validation, and
recording of the data.

The following discussion of the detailed DQO includes a restatement of the test objective, the
DQO for that test objective, and a statement of the uncertainty for the measurements to be taken to
meet the DQO with a short discussion of how each uncertainty specification was derived. In some
cases, a description of how the data and final analysi_ will be presented is given. Some of the data to
be collected (i.e., soil moisture, humidity, etc.) will not be used directly in the analysis but are being
collected out of convenience and in anticipation of its future value.

2.3.1 Excavation Depth-of-Cut OOO

Test Objective: Demonstrate that increments of soil can be removed in predetermined and controlled
thicknesses and determine the precision and accuracy of the removal equipment and processes. The
demonstration includes using a standard modem hydraulic excavator with a specially adapted bucket



to skim 3, 4, or 6 in. thick layers in 3 ft wide strips from the Cold Test Pit. Bucket adaptations
include depth control planes set for the proper depth-of-cut.

Data Ouality Objective: Determine with a 95% confidence level that for any target increment depth
specified, the increment of soil removed (depth-of-cut) is no deeper than 1 in. below that target
depth. Figure 2 shows an example of the data form that will be used to collect the data to make this
determination.

Uncgrtainty.: The following total uncertainty specifications apply for the measurements:

• Depth of each cut: 1/4 in.

The 1/4 in. total uncertainty was derived from manufacturer's data on the laser system and
- elevation measurement instruments.

• Location of the depth measuring rod in relation to the predefined grid points for the
Phase I and II tests: 12 in.

The 12 in. total uncertainty was derived using engineering judgment. A tape measure will
be placed in-line with the siting points, and a technician will take instrument readings
every 2 ft. The 12 in. provide sufficient accuracy to fulfill the objective of the test while
accounting for slight misalignment of the tape and placement errors of the measurement
instrument.

2.3.2 Dust Measurement DQO

.Test Objective: Demonstrate the ability of the equipment and processes to control the generation of
fugitive dust during removal of the soil and determine if dust was generated at the point of excavation
at levels above background. Dust generated will be controlled and exhausted to a collection point
downwind of the air samplers.

Dala Quality Objective: Determine with a 95% confidence level that dust generation at levels 10 times
above background level was detected. Data will be reported on a table similar to the Sample 1 table
provided on page 9.

Uncertainty: The following total uncertainty specifications apply for the measurements:

• Air flow measurements through the particulate samplers: 10% of calibrated value.

The 10% flow total uncertainty was derived from the accuracy of calibration of the
instruments used in this test for particulate air sampling.

• Mass measurements of the air sampler filters: 0.0001 g.

The 0.0001 g total uncertainty was derived from the accuracy of calibration of the
instruments used in this test for weighing the particulate air sample filters.

• Soil moisture measurements: To be determined.

Soil moisture detection equipment was not fully defined or characterized when this test
- plan was written. Equipment and total uncertainty of the instruments used to determine

soil moisture will be reported in the final report.
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1. Piace data for each depth reading in the blocks above.

2. Record data starting in block A1 and ensure orientation of data collection matches orientation of
pit (see Figure 3 of the test plan).

3. There extra blocks pl_vided for use if needed (i.e., not ali will be filled in).

Figure 2, Depth measurement data collected during the Phase I, II, and III tests will be recorded in a
laboratory notebook on a form similar to the one shown above. Figure 3 shows the relationship
between the columns and rows of the data table and the measurement locations.



Not To

Figure 3. The 10 x 40-ft zone that will be used to obtain soil cut measurements in the Phase 1 test
. must lie within the spiked soil zone (see Figure 4). The measurements shall be taken on the

centerline of the 3-ft excavator bucket approximately 9 ft apart. Measurements shall be recorded as
shown in Figure 2. Subsequent layers shall be removed in approximately the same location so that
cut measurements can be taken in the same location.
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Figure 4. The rare earth tracer, erbium, will be placed in the overburden soil at levels significantly
above background, to provide a method of determining contamination spread. The tracers will be
placed on the east side of the test pit only in a 20 x 70-ft rectangle as shown. The west side will be
used for the production demonstration, which will not involve air sampling.



SAMPLE 1
Test Phase _ -En'_Ji'ronmelnta| Sol] Moisit_re Dust Me_luremen[ Above or Be|ow

Con ditioi!_ Measurement (mg/]iter) Background Level
Phase i- 3" Layer See NOAA Data Pretest Bsckground

Mean Detected-

Test Background
Mean Detected-

Test Samples
Mean Detected -

" Phlsei--,4;;_y-er ....._ NOAA Data PretestB'ackground .........
Metal Delected -

Test Background
Mesh Detected -

" Test Samples
Mean Detected-

Phase I '6" Layer See I_IOAA'Data Pretest B'ackground ......
Mean Detected.

Test Background
Mean Detected -

Test Samples
Mean Detected -

Phase I • 12" Layer See NOAA Data....... Pretest Background
Mean Detected-

Test Background
Mean Detected.

Test Samples
Mean Detected-

Phasell See NOAA Data Pretest Background
Mean Detected -

Test Background
Mean Detected -

Test Samples
Mean Detected -

II iii I I

2.3.3 Rare Earth Tracer Analysis DQO

Test Objective: Demonstrate the ability of the soil removal equipment and techniques to control the
spread of contamination. By quantifying contamination spread using the collection and
measurement of samples, determine if erbium was detected at levels above background during
overburden soil removal operations.

Data Oualitv Objective: Determine with a 95% confidence level that the rare earth tracer, erbium, was
detected at-10 times greater than background level. Data will be reported on a table similar to the
Sample 2 table provided on page 10.

_U.Ilggllgiil_: The following total uncertainty specifications apply for the measurements:

• Air flow measurements through the paniculate samplers: 10% of calibrated value.

The 10% flow total uncertainty was derived from the accuracy of calibration of the
instruments used in this test for paniculate air sampling.



SAMPLE 2
Phase I 'Test Environmental Soil Moisture Erbium Detected .... Above or Below

Conditions Measurement (ppb) Background Level
3" Layer See NOAA Data " Pretest Background

Mean Detected.

Test Background
Mean Detected -

Test Samples
Mean Detected-

4" Layer ..... See NOAA Data ' Pretest Background "
Mean Detected-

Test Background
Mean Detected -

Test Samples
Mean Detected.

6"Layer SeeNOAA ii)ata _e_S"tBackground'" '
Mean Detected -
Test Background
Mean Detected-
Test Samples
Mean Detected-

ii i

12" Layer See NOAA Data Pretest Background
Mean Detected-
Test Background
Mean Detected-
Test Samples
Mean Detected-

......... ' ,,,,,, , ,, ,

• Mass measurements of the air sampler filters: 0.0001 g.

The 0.0001 g total uncertainty was derived from the accuracy of calibration of the
instruments used in this test for weighing the paniculate air sample filters.

• Analytical total uncertainty will be determined by the laboratory and analytical methods
used and reported with the data.

Standards and duplicates will be used by the analytical laboratory to determine the total
uncertainty of processes, procedures, and instrumentation utilized in analyzing the test
results.

• Soil moisture measurcmenLs: To be determined

Soil moisture detection equipment was not fully defined or characterized when this test
plan was written. Equipment and total uncertainty of the instruments used to determine
soil moisture will be reported in the final report.

2.3.4 Secondary DOOs

Test Obiectiv¢: Demonstrate and measure the maneuverability of the removal equipment to work in
or arourid the Cold Test Pit and excavate around simulated or real obstacles within the overburden
removal area.

Data O_ualityObjective: Document the maneuverability of the excavator and excavator end-effector
used in the demonstration by direct measurements and photographic evidence.

10



_: The following total uncertainty specifications apply for the measurements:

• The track pattern required by the excavator to maneuver around the pit while completing
a full length layer removal: 1 ft.

The l-ft total uncertainty was derived using engineering judgment. This was selected
because it is measurable with a noncalibrated instrument (tape measure) and provides
sufficient accuracy to fulfill the objective of the test.

• The maneuverability of the bucket in terms of how well the 2'1 slope is held on the sides
• of the pit: 6 in.

The 6-in. total uncertainty was derived using engineering judgment. This was selected
• because it is easy to measure and provides sufficient accuracy to fulfill the objective of

the test.

• The mearurcment of how well the bucket can get to soil in the comers: 6 in.

The 6-in. total uncertainty was derived using engineering judgment. This was selected
because it is easy to measure and provides sufficient accuracy to fulfill the objective of
the test.

Te_l Objective" Demonstrate that overburden soil can be removed at rates that would be
representative of a production retrieval operation using the equipment, processes, and procedures
described in this test plan.

DAtta Ouality Objective: Document the rate of overburden soil removal as perfo_vned during the
demonstration by measuring the time of actual excavation and number of cubic yards of soil
removed.

Un¢?rtainty: The following total uncertainty specifications apply for the measurements:

• The volume of soil removed per complete layer: 1.0 yd3.

The 1.0 yd 3 total uncertainty was derived using engineering judgment. The excavator

bucket is capable of holding 1.0 yd3. Allowing for judgment by field personnel of how
fuU the bucket is, it was detem_ined that this was an achievable goal.

• The time required during Phase 111:1 minute per cut.

The 1 minute total uncertainty was derived using engineering judgment. This time
accuracy was selected because it is easy to measure and provides sufficient accuracy to
fulfill the objective of the test.

11
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3. PROJECT ORGANIZATION

3.1 Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Program

The mission of the BWID Program is to demonstrate, test, _md evaluate technologies that are
potentially faster, better, cheaper, _ul(l/or safer for restoring buried waste sites. BWID shall supply
support facilities and utilities, and a coordinator for the overburden removal demonstration in July
and August 1993. The main personnel supporting this task arc provided in Table I,

3.2 Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration Program

The mission of the USID Program is similar to that of the BWID Program. Its goal is to
demonstrate, test, and evaluate technologies that will assist in the remediation of soil, contaminated
with uranium. USID is interested in the ability of the proposed system to precisely skim
contaminated soils and is funding a portion of the demonstration at the INEL,

Figure 5 shows the organizational structure for the tests to be pcrfi)rmed as described in this
test plan. The funding organization for this test is the DOE OTD. EG&G Idaho Environmental
Restoration Technology Development Program Unit has direct funding through OTD to evaluate and
demonstrate waste management and retrieval technologies for application to current DOE
Environmental Restoration Programs. The key people in this project are

• BWID Integrated Demonstration Coordinator who is responsible for maintaining and
coordinating overall technology demonstration activities in lhc area of tech=mlogy
demonstration.

. BWID Project Manager who is responsible for overall performance of work to be
conducted in the project. Maintains and tracks project funding and provides technical
direction and expertise.

Table 1. _rsonnel for the overburden removal demonstration.

Name Affiliation Responsibility

Guy l, oomis EG&G Idaho BWID Project Manager
Phil Rice EG&G Idaho BWlD Principle Investigator
Rudy Bonncnberg EG&G Idaho BWID Cold Test Pit Support
Larry Watson EG&G Idaho BWID RWMC Interface
Kcvin Kostelnik EG&G Idaho BWID Integrated Demonstration ('_otdinator
Ken Merrill EG&G Idaho BWID
Greg Anderson EG&G Idaho l'rocurcmcnt Specialist
Lewis Rounds EG&G Idaho Quality Assurance Fnginccr
John Morrison EG&G Idaho BWII) Suplx_rt
Richard Caummisar EG&G hlaho RWM(? Safety Engineering
Jim O'Brien EG&(; Idaho RWM( ?Safety Engineering
Bob Heard EG&G Idaho BWil) Dvmonstration Coordirmtit)n Manager .
David Thompson EG&(; Idaho Project Scictltisl
Anita Freeman E(;&(; Idaho 'l'cctlwlical Stipporl
Chuck Yemington Sonsub Velldor Demonstration Program Manager
Bill Bath Sonsub Vendor l_monstration Chict l:.nginecr "
John Skaggs Sonsub Vendor Demonstration Project Engineer
Tom Bailey Quality Steel Vendor Demonstration Fxcavation Contractor
B. J. Reid Son.sub Vt:lltlor tk'mtmstration Site Supervisor
Louis Cranek Sonsub Vcntl_r lX.'monstration Site .',;upcrvisor
Mike Queen Sonsub Vcndt_l l.X:monstration Quality Assurance Mana/_er .....

12



I DOE-HQ PROGRAM MANAGER
• Jailer MohkJddin
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!
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l
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EvaluationUnll Manaoor

Ken Merril

Pro_cl Mana0ef
Guy Loomls

. Figure 5. Overburden removal dcmonstration organization chart.



• Work Package Manager (Principle Investigator) who is responsible for pcrfom_ancc of
ali specific lasks in lhc project. Dclines and writes statements of work. procu_'s vendor
scrvlccs,and tracksand nlainlainsprojcclbudgetsand progress.Providesfieldtechnical
support.Writesand publishesfinalreport.

• ProjectScientistwho providesscicntilic_uld|ethnicalsuplx_n.Writessamplingand test
plans for pcrl_mnancc of projcct tasks. Providcs data analysis and intcq)rclalion. Assisls
work package managcr in preparation of final report.

• Field Team Leader who prepares and collects matcrials, data, and samplcs in the field,
Procures sampling and ar_alysis scrviccs and equipment. Provides technical direction and
support to field sampling pcrsonnel.

• Field Sampling Personnel who collect data _u_dsamples in the field Ior analysis.

14



4. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

4.1 Test Configurations

"111ctest will he conducted in three primazT pha._cs.The Phase I tesi will investigate the spread
of contamination by measuring a specilic rare earth tracer in particulate air samplers surrounding lhc
testarea.Data on dustgenerationand theprecisionand accuracyof theincrementsof soilremoved
willalsohc collcctcd.PhaseIIwillbc directedtowarddetermining'heamount of dustcrcatcdby the
equipmentand processes.Dataon theprecisionand accuracyof lhcincrementsof soilremoved will

" al.so bc collected. Phase !11 will bc used to determine the production capability of the equipment and
processes used in lhc demonstration.

. Outlined bclow is a general description of the experimental plan. Dctails on the execution of
the test plan can bc found in Section 5, "Test Procedures," and Appendix A.

4.1.1 Pit Contour Measurement

Before beginning excavation, the laser leveling system shall bc used to plot a general
elevation contour of the hall of the Cold Test Pit that will bc used for the Phase I and li tests. A grid
of 3(1 [mints will be used for this plot. See Figure 6.

4.1.2 Phase I Test--Contamination Spread

The Phase ! test includes the removal of four different controlled soil thicknesses totaling
25 in. over an area measuring at least 10 x 40 ft. The 10 x 40 ft area shall be determined after a flat
datum of at least this large is established. Layers of 3, 4, 6, and 12 in. shall be removed in 3 ft wide
strips. See Figures 3 and 7.

• The actual depth for each cut shall be measured. The measurement will be attained manually
at each point on a 30 Ix_int grid pattern utilizing a laser scanning system and a graduated
survey mast wieh a laser receiver These data shall bc recorded on a specially prepared form
for later consolidation. See Figures 2, 3, 8, and 9.

• F'articulalc air samples shall bc collected at locations within and around the test area as shown
in Figure 7. Air filters have been placed between the excavator and pit, downwind of the
excavation. This posltiollit_g was selected so that data could bc gathered on the performance
of the excavator bucket with minimal disturbance caused by moving the excavalor and
dumping the soil on the laydown area. The samplers were placed close together and evenly
spaced along the 4()-lt test area to gather the maximum amount of data and minimize the
effects of possihlc dust plumes that could escape detection. Filter samples shall be collected
trom 47-mm low volume (LO-VOL.) and high volume (ttl-VOL.) air samplers. In addition
two LO-VOI. samplers shall be located on the excavator: one on or near the bucket and the
other on top of the excavator (see Figures 7 and 8). Filters shall be changed out between
each cut giving dust generation and contamination spread data for each of the 3, 4, 6, and
12-in. intervals. "l'cst runs and air samples may be repeated at the discretion of the EG&G

. hlaho site representative to account for meteorological disturbances.

• Time studies shall be Ix_rformcd to detem_inc the time rate of soil removal for each of the test
runs and establish the baseline performance and procedures for the remaining phases of the

• tesi.

4.1.3 Phase II Test--Dust Generation

The Phase 11test includes the removal of soil in layers over an area coveting approximately
the ca._tcm one half of the Cold Test Pit. This phase will begin at the completion of the Phase ! test.
The thickness of the layers to be removed in this test will ix: detcmlined from the results of the Phase
1 test and will bc either 3, 4, or 6 ii_ deep. The determination will be made based on which depth
setting provided the best precision and accuracy combined with the judgment of the contractor

15
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Figure 6. A general contour of the overburden en the Cold Test Pit will be obtained before
beginning any soil removal operations.
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/
Figure 7. The Phase I demonstrationwill be conductedafter a flat plane datum has been established.
Air monitors will be grouped closely in the l0 x 40-ft zone to get contaminationspread data for each
of the 3, 4, 6, and 12-in.cuts.
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47MM PARTICULATE
FILTER MOUNTED ON 4-7MM PARTICULATE FILTER
OR NEAR BUCKET (1)

EXCAVATOR DUST
LASER RECEIVER COLLECTOR

LASER LEVEL BLOWER

TRANSMITTER

SONSUB
BUCKET

41"

,
'1 l

_

PARTICULATE
AIR SAMPLERS

Figure 8. The side view of the excavation shows the relative position of the excavator and air
sampling equipment as well as the approximate location of the 47-mm samplers planned to be
located on the excavator.

LASER LEVEL /-- TECHNICIAN
TRANSMITTER /

ON EXCAVATOR REACH)

- ] "
/_-I__ ..._,F:-.,,,--,,,--it_fm.-

-"' 11_111--111--11__
.11I_11 I--I_s--

Figure 9. Depth-of-cut measurements will be made utilizing the laser level transmitter.
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personnel and the EG&G Idaho representative. The overburden removal shall continue at the
discretion of the EG&G Idaho site representative but at no time shall exceed 6 ft in depth from the
high point of the overburden crown. If nonhazardous, nonradioactive simulated waste is encountered
during the excavation, the EG&G Idaho site representative will cordon off the area where the
object(s) are encountered and direct that excavation continue around this area.

• The actual depth for each cut shall be measured. The measurement will be attained manually
at each point on a 50 point grid pattern utilizing a laser scanning system and a graduated
survey mast with a laser receiver. These data shall be recorded on a specially prepared form
for later consolidation. See Figures 3, 8, 9, and 10.

• Particulate air samples shall be collected at locations within and around the test area. Filter
samples shall be collected from LO-VOL and HI-VOL air sampler._. In addition, two LO--

. VOL samplers shall be located on the excavator: one on or near the bucket and the other on
top of the excavator. Dust generation data shall be measured during this phase of the test. If
the continuous wind speed exceeds 15 mph, then the tests will be halted and new filters placed
in the particulate dust monitors. The test will be resumed with dust data taken at the higher
wind velocity. Test runs and air samples may be repeated or additional data taken at the
discretion o1' the EG&G Idaho site representative to account for meteorological disturbances.
Whenever filters are changed, data on the reasons for changing the filters shall be recorded in
the logbook, along with the time of day and meteorological conditions at the time of the
change. No contamination spread data will be taken during Phase II.

• During this phase, an obstacle shall be marked in the center area of the pit. The excavator
shall be required to excavate around this obstacle leaving a 2 to 1 slope as required around its
sides. See Figures 11 and 12. Measurements shall be taken to determine the capability of the
equipment to maneuver around the obstacle. A tape measure and photography will be used
to document maneuverability, and sketches will be made.

• Time studies shall be performed to determine the time rate of soil removal for each of the test
runs and establish the baseline performance and procedures for comparison to the other
phases of the test.

4.1.4 Phase Ill--Production

At the completion of the Phase II test or at the discretion of the EG&G Idaho site
representative, the excavator shall be moved to the western side of the Cold Test Pit. During this
phase, layers of overburden soil shall be removed in 3 ft wide strips at a depth to be determined in
Phase II. No dust or contamination spread measurements will be taken during this phase of the test.
Also, this test series will not be restricted on wind velocity and direction as the previous two phases,
except for health and safety reasons. See Figure 13. The overburden removal shall continue at the
discretion of the EG&G Idaho site representative but at no time shall exceed 6 ft in depth from the
high point of the overburden crown. If nonhazardous, nonradioactive simulated waste is encountered
during the excavation, the EG&G Idaho site representative will cordon off the area where the
object(s) are encountered and direct that excavation continue around this area.

, • The actual depth for some increments of soil removed shall be measured to determine that
depth control is being maintained under the Phase III test "Production." The measurement
will be attained manually at each point on a 50 point grid pattern utilizing a laser scanning
system and a graduated survey mast with a laser receiver. The measurements shall be
nonintrusive, that is they should not interfere with the excavation. This data shall be recorded
on a specially prepared form for later consolidation. See Figures 3, 8, 9, and 14.

• Time studies shall be performed to determine the time rate of soil removal (actual volume
removed versus time required shall be recorded) for each of the test runs and establish the
baseline performance for comparison to the other phases of the test.
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Figure 10. To determine the precision and accuracy of the cuts, 10 measurements shall be taken on
the centerline of the 3-ft excavator bucket approximately 30 ft apart. Subsequent layers shall be
removed in approximately the same location so that cut measurements can be taken in the same
location.
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Figure 11. The Phase II demonstration will be conducted after determination of the optimum
cutting depth from Phase ! has been made. Air monitors will be spread along the length of the pit to
gather dust generation data.
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Figure 12, An obstacle will be delineated in the overburden removal area to demonstrate the
cquipmen! and processes capability to m_u_cuvcr around.
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Figure 13. The productionphase of the demonstrationwill provide data allowing determination of
the rate of soil removal using the equipmentand processes from the first two phases. Some depth-of-
cut measurementswill be made to ensure process control is being maintained.
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Figure 14. To ensure process control is being maintained during the production phase of the
demonstration,a seriesof depth-of-cut measurementswill be made.
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• During this pham, an obstacle shall be marked in the center area of the pit. "File excavator shall
be required to excavate around this obstacle leaving a 2 to I slope as required around its sides.
See Figures II and 12. Measurements shall be take to determine the capability of the
equipment to maneuver around the obstacle.

NOTEmNo dust generation data will be gathered during this phase of the test.
Therefore, lt is critical that the processes and procedures used in Phase 111 are
as similar as possible to the Phase I and II tests so that comparisons can be
made between the dust generation measured in the Phase ! and II tests and

. production rates to be developed in the Phase Ill tests.

4.1.5 Excavator Track Mapping

• Once the flat datum is established, the approximate track pattern required by the excavator to
maneuver aromld the pit while completing a full length layer removal will be recorded in the test logbooks.
This information shall be recorded for each test phase and will be used to determine the area that would be
required outside of the perimeter of a hot pit for safely maneuvering an excavator of this size class.

4.1.6 Unusual Events

Any unusual events shall be recorded in the test logbooks by still photography and/or video. An
unusual event is any event not expected to occur during the tests. Examples of unusual events include but
arc not limited to equipment breakdowns, unique environmental conditions (such as rain), contacting waste
while removing overburden, and operational problems with the design of the equipment, processes, and
procedures.

4.2 Apparatus

The Cold Test Pit is located south of the RWMC at the INEL (see Figure 15). A diagram showing
the layout and dimensions of the Cold Test Pit is shown in Figure 1. The Cold Test Pit is constructed using
drums and boxes to simulate actual TRU waste form types and contents and divided into separate cells to
mimic the different types of waste form placement. The Cold Test Pit has a soil cap or overburden placed
over the top. Ali of these conditions are similar to those found within the SDA. Each of the waste forms
has been laced with rare earth tracers (dysprosium, terbium, neodymium, and ytterbium) to simulate TRU
contamination. The tracers are designed to provide a method to evaluate the ability of retrieval or waste
handling technology or equipment to control the release of contamination from the waste forms while
operations are taking place. Previous demonstrations at the Cold Test Pit included the collection of air
particulate samples during activities and anal_ing those samples for the specific rare earth tracer. The soil
overburden currently has no tracer in place. The concept to be tested in this project is test specific
equipmcnt and techniques for removing soil overburden.

4.2.1 Excavator

A standard modem hydraulic excavator in the 43,000-1b class will be leased for the project. A
special bucket will be mounted to the excavator that incorporates features to control the depth-of-cut and

• dust. The other equipment that are required for the demonstration, such as a small bulldozer and a
generator, are readily available and can be leased. The excavator operates above the pit on uncut
overburden where soil loading is least critical. The proposed excavator has rated ground pressure as low as
4.12 psi depending upon tread type. (Equipment used for the demonstration may be slightly higher
depending UlXmlocal availability to support the demonstration schedule.)

4.2.2 Excavator Bucket

Figure 16 illustrates the excavator bucket. Adjustable depth control planes are mounted on each
side oi the bucket. Both planes can be set at 3, 4, or 6 in. above the bucket lip for the first cut.
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Radioactive Waste Management Complex

Figure 15. The ColdTest Pit is locatedsouthof the RWMCat the INEL..
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Figure 16. The excavator bucket is specifically designed to remove overburden soil. II contains
/eatures to reduce the generation of dust and control the thickness of soil removed.
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For subsequenlcuts, cue plane is set level with lhc bucket lip. The lower plane rides on the surface
cut immediately before the level plane. The higher depth control plane, on the other side of tilt
bucket, rides on the surface, which will he n.'moved immediately by the next sc(K)p.

The depth control planes rise in front like sled runners to ensure thai the plates ride on the
reference surface and do not dig in. The depth control planes hold the bucket hod/.ontal to ensure
an effective horizontal slicing motion as tl is drawn along. As a monitor for the depth hciug cut, a
commercially available laser system provides a visible rcferencc thai tcils the operator if the bucket is
high, low, or on line for lhc cut being I_rfonned. 1'o avoid plowiug soil into a trail along the edges of
the bucket mouth, vertical cheek plates cut the overburden ahead of the bucket lip and eusurt, thai ali
disturbcdsellmoves intothebucket.The overburdcnoutsidetheverticalchcckplatesispackeddow,
by thedepthcontrolplanestoreducedustatthetrailingcdgeof thebucket,

4.2.3 Dust Collection System

Figuresl? and 18 illustratethedustcollectionsystem.This metlK)dmeetsthedustcontrol
criteriausinga dualapproachthatminimlt.ess(JHdisturbanceand incorporat,_sactivedustcontrol.
TIc totaldustcontrolsystcm includesan excavatorthatdoes not run on l_)tcntiallycontaminated
_il, controlled air flow on the bucket, and cxllaust systemto pull the dust away from the work to a "
collection or distribution lx_int. As shown in Figure 17, ncgativc air pressurei:_maintained reside the
bucketand inan airmanifoldalougLhctrailingcd_c todraw dustintolhcdustcontrolsystcUl

As shown inl:igurcII_,an aircontrolflapacrosslhcfrontof thebucketprovides_Ulaird_uu
tohelpmaintainnegativcprcssurcinsidcthebucketwhileallowingforsurfaceirregularities.As lhc
fullhuckctislit'ted,thisllapstaysincontactwithlhcsoil,Fo_cs airloflow¢_vcrt11¢,bucketlip,aud
scavengesdustgeneratcdasthebucketdiscngagcsthe_Hi.

'['hesmooth undcrsuriaccof talcbucketand depth controlplaneshelp to nlinimizcdust
gcnerationalongthe trailiilgcdgcs. In addition,theairintakemanifoldalouglhcoutsidetrailiug
cdgc of thebucketand dcpthcontrolplancsdraws i,any dustgcncratcdthere.The buckethas a
rcplaccablcstraightcuttiugliprathcrman tccth,"lllismillimit,cs soildisturhai1ccaheadorlhcbucket
and theamount ofdisturhcdso=lthaiisIcltbehindasthehuckctliftsup Spillagcisfurthern.'duccd
by endingcach strokeatlhcpitwallwhere thebuckettau bc tiltedto lollc,w thewallup,thereby
allowiugdisturbedsoiltofallimo lhcbucketaslhcbucketisdiscugagcdIron=theground,

Dust conlrolduringdumping isnot withinlhcscopc(11thisdcnlol!stration.Iiis,however.
rccognizcdthatdustImm dumping must bc kcptaway from thedustnlonitorimakcs. "lllcn:lorc,a
largehose willtranslxmtheconveycddustdownwind from lhcexcavatio,siicaud dowuwmd from
theexcavator.Forthisdcn!onstnltion,thedustwillhcsimplydispcrscdaitllcend oflhchose.

The .soillaydown arc_iwillIx:covercdatnightand duringany pcnods of wind _cvcrsalto
helpprcvcn[dustfrom thesoilpilecontaminatingthetestarca,

4.2.4 Laser Reference System

The laserlevelingsystcnlisan oif-lhc.shelf,commcrc.iallyavailablesystemu._d torgrr=dc
controlinthecoustructionand agriculturalindustrics.Thissystemwillbc rcnlcdforusedoling|his
demonstration.Tllcsystem includesa low-levellascrtransmitternlouutcdon a trilx_d.Thc
tr_ulsmittcremitsa thin3t_()dcgrccrotating_'an=toprovidca con.st;ultgradorclcn:nccateveryl_liut
overU1csite.A rcccivcrnlouulcdo. a mastconucctcdtotheexcavatorbucketwillvisu;dlyi,dicalc
totheopcralorifitishigh,low,oron grado.A ._coudn:ccivcrmoulltcdou a m;mualsurvcyorsm_Ls[
willbc used to take lhc initialcoutourmcasurculcntsand alldepth.el-cutnlcasurcnlcms(soc
Figure9).

These systemsarc avail_lhlcfrom severalmauulaclurcrs.TllcactualsystcUlused lorlhc
dculonstrationwillbe dctcrnli=icdby av_11abililyallhctinlcof rental,
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Figure 18. The excavator bucket has been designed to minimize soil disturbance. Spillage is
' avoided by ending each stroke at the pit wall and tilting the bucket to follow the wall, thereby

allowing the soil to fall back into the bucket.
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4.2.5 Mock Radiation Sensors

As shown in Figure 18, mock radiation sensors are mounted on the bucket ahead of the
disturbed soil. For a hot pit application, functional sensors would be mounted here and connected to
an alarm in the operator's cab. For this demonstration, only visual reference data can be gathered for
these sensors because they will be dummies with no output to monitor. On a hot application, sensors
on this bar would provide an immediate alarm if the type and intensity of radiation _ere sufficient for
detection. Floating sensor mounts and steel guards around the sensors protect them from damage by
rocks or other obstructions.

• 4.3 Particulate Sample Filters

Air sampling shall be performed using HI-VOL and LO-VOL paniculate air samplers. The
- HI-VOL samplers (see Figure 19) contain a 4-in. air particulate filter that is held in the sampler by a

screw-in retaining ring. The sampler unit is self contained with the pump, filter, and flow monitor.
Air flow through the sampler is set to run at 10 to 20 cfm. The particulate air samplers will be
positioned at several locations at the Cold Test Pit. The preweighed particulate filters will be removed
from their petri dish, placed in the filter holder, and the retaining ring attached. The filter number
shall be noted :n the logbook along with the sampler location. The particulate filter is then ready for
sampling.

The LO-VOL samplers consist of a sampler base, filter holder, and retaining ring as shown in
Figure 20. The retaining ring holds the LO-VOL particulate filter in piace in the filter holder. The
filter holder is screwed in piace to the sampler base at the sample location. The filter is then ready for
sampling. Ali of the LO-VOL samples will be connected to rotary vane vacuum pumps located at the
instrument shelter. The flow is regulated through each sampler by valves located in the instrument
shelter. The flow through each sampler is measured using electronic mass flow sensors. The output
from each sensor is connected to a datalogger and portable computer for data storage. Power for the
instrument shelter is supplied by a portable generator.

MSA cyclone samplers may be used in place of the LO-VOL samplers on the excavator if
necessary. This situation may arise if excessive vibration from the excavator causes dust to be shaken
out of the filter, or if the lines running to the LO-VOL samplers are too long or become entangled
too easily. The MSA cyclone samplers consist of a filter holder, sampler body, and end cap. Air is
drawn through the sampler by a portable battery operated pump. Air passes through the sampler
opening. The interior of the sampler body is designed to create a venturi effect. The heavier,
nonrespirable particles fall to the bottom end cap. The lighter, respirable fraction is drawn up and
collected in the filter. Before sampling, a preweighed filter and end cap will be placed on the sampler
body. A diagram of a completed sampler is shown in Figure 21. The completed sampler is
connected by tubing to the sampling pump. The pump is factory calibrated to run at 2 to 7 lpm.

4.4 Laboratory Instruments
4.4.1 Mass Measurements

Sample weights will be obtained using either a Satorius balance, model ASI20, or a Mettler
• balance, model AJ100. These balances weigh to the nearest 0.1 of a milligram.
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Figure 19. Cross sectional view of the HI-VOL air sampler. HI-VOL particulate air samplers will be
used to determine background dust levels and monitor dust and contamination spread during the
demonstration. HI-VOL samplers placed on the west side of the Cold Test Pit may require
replacement in recesses to provide clearance for the excavator counterweight (approximately 41 in.).
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. Figure 20. Forty-seven millimeter particulate air filters will be used to determine contamination
spread and dust generation during the demonstration.
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Figure 21. Diagram of MSA cyclone sampler. The filtercaptures respriablepanicles of 10 to 20 I.t
in size. Larger particles are separated out and fall to the bottom of the sampler. Cyclone particulate
air samplers may be employed if necessary in place of the 47-mm samplers on the excavator.
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5. TEST PROCEDURES

The removal of soil overburden concept for contaminated pits and trenches involves using
equipment that will remove a small layer of sot/at from 3 to 6 in. at any time. As soil is removed in
layers, a sampling team will collect soil samples for rapid radiochemical analysis for TRU
contaminants. Using this method, a layer can be considered free from contamination, and removal of
the next layer of soil in the overburden area can begin, lt is generally expected that no
contamination will be found in the soil overburden. This soil was brought in after the waste was put
in place. Although it is anticipated that some containers in the waste zone have lost their integrity, the

. waste leakage from those containers has migrated gravimetrically downward into the waste zone.
However, to maintain a safe work environment, this method of removal should allow the safe
preparation of a pit or trench for final remediation.

" The BWlD Program has contracted vendor services to provide equipment and techniques to
demonstrate soil overburden removal technology. The demonstration will include tests evaluating
equipment performance and techniques for removal of overburden soil and control of contamination
spread and dust. To evaluate the performance of these techniques, air paniculate samples, physical
measurements of the excavation soil cuts, maneuverability measurements, and time versus volume
(rate) of soil removal data will be collected during removal operations. To provide a medium for
sample evaluation, the overburden will be spiked at specific locations and depths with rare earth
tracers. The following sections will describe the methods to be used to operate the equipment and use
the techniques in the test area; the methods to be used in collecting samples to analyze for ram earth
tracers during the demonstration.

5.1 Preparation

BWID shall provide communications, sanitary facilities, water, oflice trailer, and generators as
specified in the Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration FY-93 Deployment Plan. BWID shall also
provide access to the Cold Test Pit and ensure that the area is available Ibr testing. BWID shall also
ensure that the Cold Test Pit has been restored and recontourcd following any previous tests.

Before mobilizing to the site, the boundary of the Cold Test Pit will be surveyed and marked.
In addition, the area of the Cold Test Pit to be spiked with rare earth tracer (see Figure 4) shall be
surveyed and marked.

5.1.1 Mobilization

Sonsub will offload ali equipment and stage in a safe area as indicated by EG&G Idaho.
Sonsub and EG&G Idaho personnel shall attend a safety kickoff meeting to be conducted by BWID
before any site operations. Sonsub will begin the test procedure based on the survey stakes placed by
F(;&G Idaho, locating the Cold Test Pit area.

5.1.2 Air Sampling Methods

"FIle Cold Test Pit overburden sh;di be spiked with rare earth tracer materials to provide a easy
method to analyze and evaluate samples. The samples shall be analyzed to determine the ability to
minimize the generation and resuspension of fugitive dusts during soil overburden removal
operations. Each test will have a known amount of rare earth tracer placed at strategic locations
within the overburden. "llle tracer shall be placed into the ground in bore holes drilled in a grid

- pattern to a depth of 5 ft. Figure 4 shows the layout of the grid pattern.

The bore holes shall be filled completely with a mixture of prcdricd, screened soil and tracer.
The soil shall be predried to <4% moisture by weight and screened using a 2-mm mesh sieve to
remove any large soil panicles. The soil will then be mixed with tracer at a level of at least 10 times
greater than the background level of that tracer. The tracer to be used is erbium. The tracer is
commercially available in the lorm of oxide powders and characterized for panicle size.
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The primary analytical method will be to collect air paniculate samples at strategic locations
within and around the test area. Air particulate samples shall be collected using HI-VOL 4-in.
samplers (10 to 20 cfm flow rate) and LO-VOL 47.mm samplers (2 to 5 cfm flow rate). These
samplers will bc located around the excavation arca and on the excavation vehicle. Thc samples will
bc used to determine the tracer air concentration caused by equipment operations in the test area.
The samplers will be located upwind and downwind of the immediate test area to determine the
degree to which any tracers will migrate.

Samples shall be analyzed for rare earth tracers using the Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) method by the EG&G Idaho Environmental Chemistry Unit. Samples and
data shall be analyzed using methods used in previous tracer sampling studies conducted at the Cold
Test Pit.

5.2 Precautions

5.2.1 Environmental Conditions

During the overburden removal tests, wind direction, wind velocity, temperature, humidity,
and barometric pressure shall be recorded. However, under specific conditions, the data may no
longer be useful. For example, if the wind direction changes past a certain range, the monitors will
not be sampling at the appropriate locations, or if the wind velocity exceeds a certain amount, tile
amount of dust measured will not represent what the equipment is generating. If the humidity rises, it
can act as a contamination control method. This type of data would be useful for the USID Program.
Wind velocity, temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure will be monitored and recorded
continuously by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) from the RWMC
weather station. NOAA will record and provide the data separately. These data are extremely
voluminous, and there is no practic',d way to record these data in the logbooks. NOAA will provide
archiving and data reduction.

The following criteria have been set so that testing will be terminated if the environmental
conditions exceed the values. NOAA continuously monitors environmental conditions at multiple
locations across the INEl., including the RWMC. NOAA has agreed to contact the program if any oi"
the criteria are exceeded and provide continuous environmental data.

Phase l Testing

1. If the continuous wind direction is not within the wind rose range identified in Figure 22,
the tests should be terminated until the wind changes back into toler,'mce.

2. If the continuous wind speed exceeds 15 mph, or at the discretion of the field test
personnel, the tests will be terminated until the wind has subsided. Test runs and air
samples may be repeated at the discretion of the EG&G Idaho site representative to
account for meteorological disturbances.

Phase II Testing

1. If the continuous wind direction is not within the wind rose range as identilied in Figure
22, or at the discretion of the field test personnel, the tests should be terminated until the
wind changes back into tolerance.

2. If the continuous wind speed exceeds 15 mph, or at the discretion of the field test
personnel, the tests will be halted and new filters placed in the paniculate dust monitors.
The test will be resumed with dust data taken at the higher wind velocity. Test runs and
air samples may be repeated at the discretion of the EG&G Idaho site representative to
account for meteorological disturbances.
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Figure 22. The shaded zone in the above wind rose indicates the go-zone for performing
contamination analysis dust collection. The allowable wind speed is 15 mph maximum, and the
allowable wind direction is from the west andsouthwest as indicted.
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Phase II Testing

1. No dust or contamination spread measurements will be taken during this phase of the test
because of the c_uipment and soil dumping that are located upwind of the Cold Test Pit.
Also, this test series will not be restricted on wind velocity and direction as the previous
two phases, except for health and safety reasons.

The average high temperature at the Central Facilities Area (CFA) in August is 71°F, The
highest daily maximum recorded at CFA in August was 100°F, and the lowest daily minimum was
28°F. The average number of freeze/thaw cycles in August at the CFA was 2 with a maximum
number of 16 and a minimum of 0.

In August, average sunrise time at CFA is approximately 5:37, and sunset is 7:35 Mountain
Standard Time.

The average total precipitation in August at CFA is .55 in. with a maximum of 3.27 in. and a
minimum of 0.00 in. The average number of days (%) on which precipitation was recorded at CFA
in August is 21% (trace or more), 12% (0.01 in. or more), 5% (0.10 in. or more), 1.0% (0.50 in. or
more), and 0.0% (I.0 inch or more). In August at CFA, 86.8% of the time the ground surface is dry;
7.5% of the time the ground surface is moist (e.g., dew); and 5.7% of the time the ground surface is
wet (e.g., standing water in small or large pools at the surface).

The average relative humidity in August at CFA is 31%. The average maximum relative
humidity is 65%, and the minimum is 15%. The absolute maximum relative humidity is 100% and
minimum is 4%.

At CFA, the average atmospheric pressure in August is 25.09 in. of mercury. The average
maximum atmospheric pressure is 25.15 in. of mercury and minimum is 25.03 in. of mercury. The
absolute maximum atmospheric pressure is 25.37 in. of mercury, and the minimum is 24.72 in. of
mercury.

5.2.2 Laser Transmitter

Each morning the laser transmitter will be set on its tripod, which will be sand bagged. The
area around the transmitter will then be roped off with high visibility safety ribbon to prevent
bumping or tampering.

5.2.3 Weather

Excessive wind or rain may cause delays in the demonstration. The Sonsub project manager
and/or project engineer and EG&G Idaho site representative will be responsible for making the
decision to delay. Test runs and air samples may be repeated at the discretion of the EG&G Idaho
site representative to account for meteorological disturbances.

5.2.4 Excavation

As the excavation of the pit deepens, special attention will be given to the possibility of
breaking into the waste below. If this happens, the EG&G Idaho site representative will decide how to
proceed.

5.3 Test Procedure

The soil overburden shall be removed from the Cold Test pi, by Sonsub and their respective
equipment and techniques as detailed in this test plan. EG&G Idaho shall perform the dust and
contamination spread monitoring and analysis.

Listed below is an general procedure for operations during the demonstration. For a more
detailed procedure, refer to the Appendix A.
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5.3.1 Mobilization

I. Set up the particulate air samplers, pump house, and generator as shown in Figure 7.
Ensure proper flow rates are being attained confirm operation of the data loggers and
operation of thcpump house. Install soil moisture cells at depths of approximately 3, 4,
6, 12, 16, and 2Oin. in an area adjacent to the Cold Test Pit that will not interfere with
test operations.

• 2. Hold safety kick-off meeting at the Cold Test Pit with RWMC Safety Engineering.
Review ali precautions and procedures to ensure a safe work site. Ensure safety
equipment is available, and everyone is instn_cted in its proper use.

• 3. Briefly review the test plan and sequence of events.

4. Unload and stage ali equipment at the site being cautious not to disturb the Cold Test Pit
area.

5. Using a transit, install the sighting lines at the side and end of the pit to use for locating
the depth measurement grid points for both the Phase 1 and II tests.

6. Set up the laser grade control system. Complete the contour map of the pit as shown in
Figure 6.

7. Connect the hoses and distribution for the dust control system from the excavator.
Connect electrical cables from the blower to the generator.

8. Connect the LO-VOL air samplers to the excavator.

9. Using the excavator with the bucket set for a 6-in. cut, remove the high points on the
eastern half of the Cold Test Pit to provide a flat datum plane of at least 10 x 40 ft. This
zone must lie within the boundary of the portion of the pit that is spiked with the rare
earth tracer as indicated in Figure 4. At the end of each strip, rotate the excavator 18b
degrees and dump the soil being careful to generate as little unnecessary dust as possible.

5.3.2 Phase I

1. Obtain 30 minutes worth of background data from the HI-VOL samplers, then pull the
background sample filters and replace with new filters.

2. Using the sighting lines as guides and laser transmitter as a flat plane reference, use a
laser receiver on a graduated survey mast to establish and record the height readings
across the 30 point grid and measure any breaks or steps at the edges of the cuts.

3. Start the LO-VOL and HI-VOL filters.

4. Set the excavator bucket for a 3-in. cut. Remove a 3 in. deep layer of overburden from
the complete flat datum plane area.

5. When removal of the soil layer is complete, shut down the particulate air samplers, and
remove and replace the filters (LO-VOL and HI-VOL).

6. Repeat Step 2 to measure the actual soil removed at ali 30 points within the 10 x 40-ft
test area and establish a datum for the next cut.

7. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 with the excavator bucket set for a 4-in. cut.

8. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 with the excavator bucket set for a 6-in. cut.
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9. Repeat Steps I through 5 taking two 6-in. cuts to total 12 in. before taking the depth
readings.

10. Verify that ali readings arc properly recorded. This completes the Phase i test phase.

5.3.3 Phase II

I. Obtain30 minutcsworthof backgrounddatafrom theHI-VOL samplcrs,thenpullthe
backgroundsamplefiltersand replacewithnew filters.

2. Using thesightinglinesas guidesand lasertransmitteras a flatplanercfercncc,use a
laserrccelveron a graduatedsurvcymast to establishand recordtheheightreadings
acrossthe50 pointgridrequiredforthePhaseIItest.

3. Mark offa I0 x 10-ftarea in the middle of the pitto representan obstacleto bc
excavatedaround.

4. Settheexcavatorbucketfora 3,4,or 6-in.cuttobc detcrmincdattheend of PhaseI.
Thissettingwillbc uscdfortheremainderof thedemonstration.

5. Rcconfigurethelocationof theairfiltcrsas illustratedinFigureI0and insertncw filtcrs
fordustmcasurcmcnts.Turn on thcpumps and monitorwind conditions.

6, Start at the south end of the pit operating I'rom the cast side. Begin taking 3, 4, or 6 irl
thick x 3 ft wide strips of soil, At the end of each strip, rotate the excavator 18() degrccs
and dump the soil being careful to generatc as little unnecessary dust as possible,

7, As the excavator movcs down thc length of the pit, begin taking actual cut depth
measurements at the grid locations using the laser system. Rccord ali mcasurcmcnts,
Operation of the excavator must be coordinated with EG&G idaho personncl taking air
samples. Take at least 10 soil moisture probc readings at random locations throughotl[
the area of soil to bc removed. The depth at which lhc rcading will bc taken shall bc
one-half of thc depth of soil to hc rcmovcd in the next increment.

8. When the cxcavator reaches the cnd of the pit, having completed one pass, it should
return to the south end and start a second pass, Continue taking cuts over the test area
down to a 6 ft maximum depth.

9. Verify that ali readings arc properly recorded and sufficient data have bcen gathered to
the satisfaction of the EG&G Idaho site rcprescntative, This completes the Phase li tcst.

5.3.4 Phase III

1. Relocate the excavator to the western side of the Cold Test Pit.

2. Take as many cuts as necessary to establish a flat datum on the top oi the pit USlllg the
laser system as a reference.

3. Begin taking 3, 4, or 6 iwl.thick x 3 ft wide strips of soil traversing down the length of the
pit and back. The object is to establish a measurable pruduction rate for this process with
no delays. Record ali data.

4. As the excavator moves down the length of the pit, begin taking actual cut depth
measurements at the grid locations (see Figure 14) using the la_cr system Record ali
measurements.
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._. When the excavator reache_ the end of the ptt, having completed one pa_s, it should
return to the _outh end and start a _cond pus. Continue takinlt cuts over the tem area
down to a 6 ft maximum depth,

ft, Verify thai ali rcadl.lls an=properly recorded and _ufflclent data have been liathemd to
the sail,faction of the EO&Oldaho site rcpre_ntative, Tht_ completes the Plta_ III test.

S.3.S Cold Test Pit RestorlUon

1. AI the completion of this test, remove ali markers and other items from the =!tc, Use the
• bulldo_,.erand excavator to restorethe site lO an as found condition.

2, L_mobilil.e ali equipment and personnelfrom the site
=

5.4 Data Analysis
[)ata taken durin_ the_ lest= shall be recordedon previously prepared forms for consistency,

Ali data shall be reviewed on a continued ba.,_tsby the Sonsub project manager or projecl enlttne©r
and lhc EO&O Idaho site representative. If the data reflect tnconslsiencle_ or other unforeseen
_currence._, asrecmenl can be made to repeat portior_ of the test or change the opemtlnil criteria of
the tesI.

E(]&G Idaho shall record ali dual and melcoroloitlcal dala, _:tsub shall record ali volume,
time, and depth measurement= related Io lhc soil removal,

NOAA will provide ¢onltnuous meleorolol_l..d dill oblatncd from lhc RWMC slalton, AlI
dal;l shall be lime stamped _) thai tl can bl: associatedwith the NOAA environmental diii.

Ali raw and final data, i.cludintl laboralory notebooks, will i_¢incorpo_l©d into lhc BWID I
d;lla managcnlent system,
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6. SAMPLE CONTROL AND DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

This stccliondiscu_sc_ documcul control. E(I&(; Idaho procedures for control shall bc
followed for this project.

6.1 BWlD Requirements
Dlttt shall be inanal_ed iu the m,lulcr thai host prelects lhc credibility of the dala avid ts in

compliance with the BWID Project Management Plan Iv)addit:on, the principle investigator shall
comply with the followtnli BWID data management l_dlcy

e.1.1 Managementof Ele©tronl¢Data
=

• The principle investigatorshall define lhc format, acquire the data, back up lhc data on a
daily basis, control 01cconfiguration of the data, technically dc_:umcnI the data, generale
processed data, and archive the data

, The principle investigator shall submit 1o HWID t copy o[ ali configuration controlicd
data (raw and pr_cssed) and appropriate technical documeulation acquired duriug tile
course of lhc dcmouslration Icstiu 8. 1'he project shall submit complete copies of livlal
confiliuriiion controlled raw aud processed data with appropriate technical
documentation lo BWID with the final rcix)rt

e.l.= Managementof Reports

• The principle tnvcstitlalor shall drall n:ports, obtain and incorl_)ralc review comnlcuts.
obtain approvals, archive, aud control the configuration of data via a projccl Engivlecrivll_
Dcstttn File

• Copies of ali drall rclx_rts.shallbf, _Utmlltlcd to BWII) Coplc,, oi ali final reports shall hc
submittedIoIIWII)withallclcclmllic(.'Opy

6.1.3ManagementofLogbookl

• Dala shallbc recordediu logbooksirlaccordancewithE(I&(;IdahoguidcllucsA dala

logbookwillhc kcl)ldunu8 set.upand conductof cxpcrin)cnls:As a nliuimum,s_ciFu:
dataIhalshallhe tvlcludcdi11lhclut4t_)okiorthework pcrfomlcdunderthislc,slplanarc
llstcdbelow:

- Locationsol simlplc_duringallICSlS
- Plow meter calil)ration infomlatlon

Contputcrand sClUl)iufon.atlon
- Flow rates

Computer illlonllallOn l,lcl.udlllg ruvl tdcillificrs, start Iintcs. disk fileidcntli3crs, a11ddata storage lnlon11;ttitl11
Filler tuld sUlCarpre_tuld i_st_v,_cigtllS

- ('hangcsmade i11c_pvriuiciIt;dorclcclrt)iliCprc._cls- Tcslai_nom!alittcs observed
Date _uld11cgalivcvlun11_rsoi ,Uly l_holograplls I;ikcu

- Dales aud il|lorni_llltlll 011ali quah!y assurance samples (slandards,
blauks, lind dul)ltc_|lcs)

. ManufactureraI1dmodel uun11)croi la_cr Irausnllllcr
- _plh nlCasorclnClilSoi q,'_C_lVali_.HIL'tils
- Maucuvcrahil_[)u_c_u_vucv_[,,
• l.;_xcavaliovll)rt_cc_,sparavllclcrs(IllllC, voluvllC, Icvlglh oi col, cit,)

Unusual eyelets
- Any other l)_.'rlillci11 ttllortli,tltoVt lh.11 lhc CXl)crinlcnlcr lccls is

llCCC.ss;tr),
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III axldition, each pttgc and cnlry into the Iogtxlok shall rc dalcd und coded wtth lhc name of
lhc rcr_on making IJicentry°

• Ali Ioglxx)k entries shall he phol()_opicd al lhc ehd o| each day of the demon._imiionand
copiesdelivcrcdloBWID,

I

6.1.4 Managemen! of Samplel

• Sample controlwillhc maintalncdhy placingallfllicrsand smearsinan numbered pc[rV
" dishafterlhcinitialweightisrccordcdusinglhcsystemindicalcdbelow:

Sample II)= P-X
e

where

P = paniculate air filtcr

X = all)ha numeric sample number.

• When that sample is used during Icstilig, ali p..'rlillcnt data 10r that sample will be no[cd iii
the h!ghook. Iii addilion, plot plans will bc used in give a reference in ctich sample
hlcatioii to liOlc lhc hicatiiin and lost parametersiii each tiimplc [liken. 1'hcl plols will bi:
included as iliscrls iii lhc Iogbook_ I:acll inscrl will he signed and dated,

• A chain fit t,:uslody Iomi will hc prepared for ¢a¢11,_l of lamplcs colll:cicd belorc
Iranslcrnng the salnplcs to the analytical latioratory for lraccr analysis.

6,2 Video Production

A video shall he lakcn oi lhc ovcrtiurdcn removal dcnionstraiton al tlic Cold Test PII. "lhc
llUrlX),Woi lhc video is Iii documvnt lhc dcilionsiralll)n l,,qdpiovidc quail[alive dlllei (iii performance
oi lhc syslcm, _l'hc video may lit.in be used Iii validate or collect dala I'or thne-motion paramelcrl iii"
lhc lt:sl.

6.3 Data Reporting

To ensurethailhc dcmonsirailonresultsarc reportedto interestedpanics,the following
ilicihods oi data rclxlrling will be used:

• Technology l:.valuation Rcport....The data generated by lhc demonstration as well us the
inlonnation on lhc planning and conductillg of tests will bc assembledand documented
in a Technology Evaluation Report. The l'cchnology Evaluation Report will summari/.c
lhc tests, test results, and lessons learned and provide recommendations for further
dcvch)pmcn[,

" • t'uldicalions- Inl0rnlaliilli (iii iii,: dcmii.slralions and results will be submitted Inr
puhlicalion Iii lhc Waste Managcnicni '94 Colifer¢llCO and other waste management or
t:nvirllnlllCnlal rcslorliliiln related-journlils, conferences, and InCclings,

• ltWIi) ()i_cil lieu.it ....A puhlic open lliiusc will be held by IlWID on July 29 and 30,
19U3,Iii display IIWII} pnljccts.

6.4 Test Plan Changes

(,hangc rcqucsis Ii) ibis plan may he inilialcd by any person participating in the overburden
=cmovld demonstration, hut they must hc approved by lhc lirinciplc invcstigator and/or the BWID
projcc! managcr. Changes thzttarc dctcmlincd by lhc principal invcsiigator and project manager to
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be minor will be approvo.d and incorporated immediately. These changes shall be clearly
documetJ.ed by red-lining the procedures to match the procedure that is actually followed, initialing
the procedure, recording the changes in the daily logbook, and photocopying the procedure to be
sent to BWlD. Changes that are deemed to be significant by the principal investigator and project
manager shall be documented and approved by the BWID program manager.
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7. EQUIPMENT

Table 2 provides a list of equipment and supplies needed to conduct sampling during the
overburden removal process. Table 3 lists primary equipment to be used for this demonstration. The
equipment noted as rental may be substituted with an equal or better depending on availability at the
time of the demonstration.

7.1 Maintenance and Operation

- Because of the short duration of this demonstration, only the following maintenance should
be performed. Ali of the following shall be performed each morning before starting the equipment.

• • Check lubricant and coolant levels on the excavator, generator, and bulldozer

Check diesel fuel levels on ali of the above

• Check battery levels for the laser system

• Check dust control hoses "or free passage; no obstructions.

7.2 Calibration

Air monitor calibration and ali associated flow sensors is performed by the EG&G Idaho
Standards and Calibration Laboratory on a biannual basis. No calibration is necessary for the
excavator, bucket, or dust control system.

Ali adjustments on the laser system are factory calibrated. The transmitter is manually set
close to vertical by use of a built-in bubble level. The rotating laser transmitting head then self levels.

Table 2. Air sampling equipment, laboratory equipment and consumables (filters) are required to
determine the contamination spread and dust generation of the overburden removal demonstration.

Description Required

Anderson HI-VOL samplers 3
Sartorius five-piace analytical balance 1
4-in. glass fiber particulate filters TBD
LO-VOL particulate samplers 10
Instrument shelter and portable generator 1 each
MSA cyclone samplers and portable pumps 4 maximum
S0i ! moisture anal_,zer 1

Table 3. With the exception of the custom excavator bucket, standard construction equipment will
be used in performin_ the demonstration.

Description Required

. Caterpillar hydraulic excavator EL300B (rental) 1
Custom bucket assembly--approximately 1 yd capacity 1
1700 cfm high pressure blower--5 hp ac motor driven 1
8 in. diameter flexible duct hose 200 ft
Caterpillar D4 crawler bulldozer (rental) 1
Diesel generator (towable)--10 to 20kW-I Ph or 3Ph AC (rental) 1
Laser leveling transmitter 1
Laser receiver w/mast for bucket 1

Laser receiver w/_raduated pole for manual 1
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8. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

8.1 Gravimetric Analysis of Filters

Ali filters (HI-VOL, LO-VOL, and MSA cyclone) shall be dried by desiccation before
weighing to ensure that there is no excess moisture in the filter. Ali filters shall be weighed on a five-
piace analytical balance that has been calibrated and approved by the EG&G Idaho Standards and
Calibrations Laboratory. Ali filters shall be preweighed before transport to the Cold Test Pit to
establish a baseline weight. The filter will then be placed in a petri dish and sealed until used at the
sampling location. The sampler filter shall be handled using tweezers to minimize contamination of
the filter from moisture or natural skin oils from the hand. The filter will be placed on the balance,
and the initial weight recorded in the project logbook.

After sampling, the particulate filters shall be dried to remove any excess moisture trapped in
the filter during sampling. The samples will then be taken to the weighing area and the filter placed
on the balance. The weight will then be recorded in the project logbook. This procedure will be
repeated for ali filters. After ali the filters have been weighed, the samples will then be transported for
tracer analysis. The sampler filter shall be handled using tweezers to minimize contamination of the
filter from moisture or natural skin oils from the hand. The filter will be placed on the balance, and
the initial weight recorded in the project log book.

8.2 Chemical Analysis of Filters

The digestion method used for glass microfiber filters for lanthanide elements is fully
described in the Analytical Chemistry Environmental Chemistry Laboratory (ECL) Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) IP-I.3. The filters are digested on a hot plate using nitric acid and
hydrogen peroxide. The method is a hot acid leaching procedure and not a total digestion. While
the method does not result in total dissolution of the glass microfibers, previous studies have shown
that rare earths are fully dissolved by this method. After digestion the samples are analyzed by ICP-
MS. The determination of lanthanide elements by ICP-MS is described in the Analytical Chemistry
ECL SOP IM-6.1. The specific rare earth element tracer analyzed for will be erbium.

8.3 Calculation Procedures

8.3.1 Excavation Depth-of-Cut Analysis

Data Ouality Objective: Determine with a 95% confidence level that for any target increment depth
specified, the increment of soil removed (depth-of-cut) is no deeper than 1 in. below that target
depth.

During the test, depth measurements will be taken to determine the precision and accuracy
with which increments of overburden soil can be removed from a subsurface disposal pit or trench,
Each 3 ft wide strip, or cut, performed by the excavator is deemed to be an independent replicate.
Thus, for each increment ot soil removed in any phase of the test, at least five independent replicates
exist. Calculations for determining precision and accuracy are as follows:

Precision (Standard Deviation): Average deviation of the observations from each other.

,/_(X _,) 2
s- -
where

X_ = an observation
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X = the mean of the observations

S = the standarddeviation (precision)

n = the number of observations.

A.c.ggrg_ (Bias): Average deviation from the value expected.

Bias = iffi_
.. n

where

X_ = an observation

#o = the target cut depth

n = the number of observations.

To assess whether the depth-of-cut exceeds the target depth, a t-test or similar statistical
procedure may be employed. The procedure tests the hypothesis of equality of depth-of-cut to
target depth (e.g., is depth-of-cut equal to the target depth?):

Hypothesis" Depth-of-cut = target depth

Hypothesis" /J,, = bio

where

bi,. = the true mean of the depth-of-cut

bio = the mean target cut depth.

Then the one sample t-test is

t= Xm-bi °
S

where

Xm = the observed mean of the depth-of-cut

" S = the standard deviation.

8.3.2 Dust Measurement Analysis

Data O31alityObjective: Determine with a 95% confidence level that dust generation was detected at
levels 10 times above background level.
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To assess whether the dust generated during soil removal exceeds the background level of
dust, a t-test or similar statistical procedure may be employed. The procedure tests the hypothesis of
equality of the dust detected during operations to background dust levels (e.g., is dust detected on the
air sample filters equal to the background level of dust?):

Hypothesis: Dust detected = background dust

Hypothesis: /ad =/ab

where

/sd = the true mean of the background
R

/ab = the true mean of the dust detected,

Then the two sample t-test is

_ Pool*d

where

Xb = the observed mean of the background

Xd = the observed mean of the dust detected

Sp_,_,d = the pooled standard deviation.

8.3.3 Rare Earth Tracer Analysis

Data Oualitv Objective: Determine with a 95% confidence level that the rare earth tracer (erbium)
was detected 10 times above background level.

To assess whether the rare earth tracer detected on the air sample filters exceeds the
background level of rare earth tracer, a t-test or similar statistical procedure may be employed. The
procedure tests the hypothesis of equality of the rare earth tracer detected during operations to
background rare earth tracer (e.g., is rare earth tracer detected on the air sample filters equal to the
background level of rare earth tracer?):

Hypothesis: Erbium detected = erbium background

Hypothesis: /ad =/ab
_t

where

/.td = the true mean of the background

/ab = the true mean of the erbium detected.
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Thenlhc two samplet-testis

Poo/dd

where

,_'b = theobservedmeanof lhc background
Q

X'd = lhc observedmeanof the erbiumdetected

• SPooL,d= thepooledstandarddeviation.
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9. DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS

9.1 Reduction, Validation, and Recording

The data will be assembled, analyzed, and documented in EG&G Idaho informal reports.
Validation of the data will be ensured by following this document. Qualification of the data will be
conducted by the analysis team and approved by the analysis team leader. Specific data reported
include

• Measurement of mass of dust collected on filters

• Measurement of the amount of erbium collected on filters

• Depth of increments of soil removed

• Ambient environmental conditions during testing (wind velocity, temperature, and humidity)

• Dimensions for determining maneuverability of the excavator and the end-cffector

• Soil moisture.

9.2 Data Calculations

During the overburden removal tests, the total airborne dust collected with the air samples will
be used to compare the _mount of dust generated and contamination spread with the background
levels. The total mass of dust on each sampler filler will be divided by the total volume of air
sampled to determine airborne dust concentrations. The digestion method described in Section 8.2
will be used to determine the amount of erbium in the filter samples.

Depth-of-cut measurements will b¢ taken during the tests and used to calculate the precision
and accuracy of the soil removal. The mean and standard deviation of' the data will be calculated to
determine the precision and accuracy as is shown in Section 8.3.1.

The methods described in Section 8.3 are lhc general outline of the analysis plan; however, it
is impossible to make the final determination on exactly how the data calculations will be executed
until the data are available. The statistical analysis can become very complex; therefore, this test plan
will not attempt to describe ali the variations that the analysis may take. A complete and thorough
discussion of the analysis and statistics used will be included in the final report.

Data will be provided and archived on the BWID data management system.
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I0. QUALITY ASSURANCE

The qualitylevelforthisworkscopewillbeQualityLevelB. Qualityofacquireddatawillbe
verifiedusinga quicklookreviewbytheresponsibleEG&G Idahositerepresentative,Sonsubproject
engineerorprojectmanager,projectscientist,and orotherBWID Programpersonnelwho are
knowledgeableofdata,assumptions,methodology,andindividualmeasurementsanalysistoverify
thatdataan:withintheperformancespecificationasdetailedinthistestplan.

Alitestingshallbedoneinaccordancewithanapprovedtestplan,approvedtestprocedures,
• andwithqualifiedpersonnel(asdefinedintheprocedures).The testproceduresshallspecifysensor

and measurementsystemsto be used(modelnumber,m_e, calibration,etc.).Measurement
uncertaintyfordatatakenagainstthetestobjectivesshallbedocumented.

10.1 Depth-of-Cut Measurements

A professional land surveyor will oversee the measurement of the soil depth-of-cut
measurements. The professional land surveyor will approve the processes and procedures used to
collect the data and perform periodic inspections to ensure procedures are being followed.

10.2 Dust and Contamination Measurements

Quality assurance of samples collected will be verified using several methods. Ali filters used
for sampling will be weighed on a balance having a current calibration certification from the
Standards and Calibrations Laboratory. Mass flow sensors or flowmeters will have current
calibrations and calibration data from the Standards and Calibrations Laboratory before use. The
calibration information will be referenced in the project logbook, and the reference data will be kept
in the project file. Analytical results will be verified by the use of prepared standards, use of
duplicate samples, and submission of blanks with each sample set. The standards, duplicates, and
blanks will be submitted as a blind to the analytic laboratory.

The quality level for this work scope will be Quality Level B, as described in the Science and
Technology Department's Quality Program Plan - 060. The analytical quality control will consist of
the preliminary interference study to determine if other interfering elements or polyatomic species
present problems during ICP-MS analysis for the two rare earth tracers. Included in each batch of
samples (14 to 16 samples) will be a minimum of two blank filters from the same batch used for
sampling, two air filters spiked with known quantities of rare earth tracers, and a reagent blank for a
reagent impurity check. Instrument batch quality comrol samples will consist of an independent
calibration standard check and continuing calibration standard and blank checks every 10 samples.
A post-digestion spike also will be included in every instrument batch. These quality control samples
will provide precision and accuracy estimates for the analytical methodology.

Previously the laboratory has participated in analyses of rare earth tracers in suppon of the
cryogenic retrieval demonstration during the summer of 1992. The analytical methodology is
described in existing laboratory SOPs for this work; the only change to the SOPs for this work scope
is the identity of the tracer analytes. In 1992, this laboratory was approved by EG&G Idaho
Environmental Restoration Department, Sample Management Office for analytical suppon of the

" cryogenic retrieval demonstration using these specific analyses.

10.3 Field Monitoring and Maintenance

Routine monitoring will be needed during the time that the samplers are operational in the
field. During this check, the person will ensure that each sampler is operational and running within
operational limits of the flow. Any changes made to the sampler shall be noted in the field logbook,
along with any other information such as temperature, humidity, and weather conditions. In addition,
the person shall conduct a routine safety inspection of the equipment and general area to ensure that
no unsafe conditions occur.
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11. SAFETY, TRAINING, AND LOGISTICS

Safety is of utmost concern with ali experiments, lt is the policy of EG&G Idaho to take
every practical precaution to protect the health of the employees. Three types of safety and training
concerns are emphasized: radiological, laboratory, and waste management.

11.1 Radiological Safety and Training

No work involving radioactive materials will be conducted during this sampling.
i

11.2 Laboratory Safety and Training

Laboratory safe practices are described in the Science and Technology Standard Practices
Manual, Section 2. Subsections of the standard practices that apply to this test plan include

• 1.5_Eye Protection and Protective Clothing

• 1.6_Laboratory Safety

• 1.8_Laboratory Hood Use.

11.3 Waste Management Practices and Training

Waste management practices arc prescribed in the Safety Manual, Section 15 and Science and
Technology Standard Practices Manual, Section 2. Subsections of standard practices that apply to
this test plan include

• l.l_Non-Radioactivc Chemical Waste Disposal

• 1.3---Chemicai Lab Inventory

• 1.4--Chemical Spill Control

• 2.9--Handling and Storage o1 Hazardous Waste in Satellite Accumulation Areas.

Pertinent Safety Manual waste management practice subsections include

• 15.1_Routine Solid Waste Collection and Handling.

11.4 Field Safety

The RWMC safety engineer shall conduct a safety walk-down of the test area periodically but
at least once a week. Safety discrepancies and concerns shall be reported to the Sonsub field
supervisor and BWID site representative. Together, they shall act to correct any safety concerns that
arise in a timely manner.

The following safety training is required:

• RWMC access training (available continuously at the gate house)

• BWID safety meeting (safety kick-off meeting on first day).

The following safety equipment will be required:

• Safety shoes

• Leather gloves for handling and moving equipment
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• Hard hats
i

• Hearing protection

• Hye protection with side shields.
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12. RISK ANALYSIS

The dcmonslration will bc performed on clean simulated wast(:. The Ilazard classtflcaiton
determined for the overburden removal demonstration is routinely acceptedby the public.

The most prominent risk to personnelduring this demonstration is being tn the vicinity of lhc
excavator during operation. II is extremely imporlant thai personnelavoid

• Tracks of the excavator, tx_thwith the machine moving or nel moving
e

• Boom and swing arc or the boom

• Swing arc ot" the excavatorchassis

• Bucket--No adjustmentsor other work shall bc performed on the buckc! unless the excavator
is turned off and operator's cab is empty.

NOTE--Everyone onsite will be reminded at each morning'= safety meeling thai when the
excavator's diesel engine is running, tl can move In any direction a! an), time wilhoul
warning, Accessto the test area will be admtnlslralively controlled.

The same precautions should hc observed around the bulldozer, although there will bc no
testing in progressduring its use.

12.1 Lockout and Tagout

Lockout and ragout procedures will bc folh)wcd in accordance with lhc project .specific
Environmental, Safety, and Ilcalth Plan. These procedures should hc I'ollowcd duri=lg any
maintenance,repair, or adjuslmcnt for ali engine or electrical cquipmcm.

12.2 Radiological

No radioactive was|c hy-producls arc generated trom the work described in this plan No
work will be conductedin a r_vliationor conl_11ination _rca.

12.3 Electrical

The electrical power I'or the dust collccior blower will hc provided by a !20/'240 V generator.
The generator will Ix: fumed on only for lhc actual run time required. The laser system operates on
replaceableor mchargeablc batteries.

12.4 Dust Inhalation

Any person working downwind of this syslcm or durinp other high dust limes will wear a
flltcrmask 1opreventcxccssivcduslinhalation.

12.5 Laser Safety

The operating Icvcl of the lascr sys|cm used for this demonstration is below the level Sl_cilicd
by Occupational Safety and tlcalth Adminislralion requiring personal protcction. "rho project
specific Environment, Sal'cty, and Ilcalth PI;m will provide more inlonnation.
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AppendixA

Detailed Test Procedure
MOBILIZATION

i. Set up the paniculatc air samplers, pump hou_ and _cncrator a._shown in Figure 7. of_e

main report En_urc proper flow ratcq arc being attalnetzanti conltrm opernuon oi tl_e(lata
• Ioit_crs and ol_ratlon of the pump house Install soil moisture cells at depths of

approximately 3, 4, O, 12, 16, and20 in. in an area adjacent to the Cold Test Pit thai will not
interfere with ft.,iioperations.

2. Itold safety kick-off mcctint] at the Cold Test Pit with Radioactive Wuto Mana_e.mcnt
Complex (RWMC) safety cngincerintt. Review ali precautions and procedures to ensure a
safe work site. Ensuring safety equipment is available, and everyone is instruL;tcdin its proper
USe.

3_ Review the test plan _mdsequenceof events for the tc_t.

4, Unload and stage ali equipment at the site being cautiousnot to disturb the Cold Test Pit area.

a, Stage g_cexcavatoron the casl side of the Cold Test Pit,

b. Connect the hosesand distribution for the dustcontrol system.

_:. Connect the low-volume (LO-VOt.) air samplersto the excavator,

d. Set up Lhcgenerator to the east side of the excavator and approximately half way down
the length of the pit. Connect LhcIX)wer cable to the blower assemblyon the excavator,

c. Turn on the generator, power up the blower, and check ror proper operation.

f. Start the c_cavator and check out ali movements andoperations.

g Confirm that the excavator can rotate as pcr job requirements without pinching or
otllcrwisc damaging the hoses and cable,

h. Confirm that ali fuel tanks and lubricant levels arc full and ready for operation,

5. Using a traJlsit, i.stall the sighting lines at the side and end of the pit to use for locating the
depth measurcmcm grid points for the Contour Measurement and Phase li tests,

6
a. Install lhc sighting markers as per Figure b of the main report for the pit contour

measurement

h. Confirm that the grid points as shown in Figure 6 can be easily located and repeated
using the markers as visual guides,

. 6. Set up tlle laser grade control system,

a, Piace lhc laser transmitter at the approximate location as shown in Figure 6. Set the
height of the transmitter as low as possible to transmit across the top of the crest of the
(.'old Test Pit without obstruction. Check the self leveling for proper function. Turn on
the power and confirm proper operation.

b, Set up the manual graduated mast with the laser receiver. Turn the receiver on and
confirm proper opcraiion,
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7. Compleze the contour map of the pit as shown in Figure 6.

a. Use the manual mast to locate each grid point using the sighting markers. Move the
laser receiver up or down the mast to properly align the receiver to the laser beam.

b. Record the height reading from the mast at that point on the proper form. Repeat this
for ali 30 locations.

c. The ,_ontour measurement is nob complete.

8. Using the excavator with the bucket set for a 6-in. cut, remove the high points on the eastern
half qf the Cold Test Pit to provide a flat datum plane of at least 10 x 40 ft. At the end of
each strip, rotate the excavatt-: 180 degrees and dump the sell being careful to generate as
little unnecessary ,_ust as possible.

a. Use the contour height measurements as a guide to determine where the highest point is
on the pit.

b. Move the excavator to this area and begin taking cuts to level the area. The laser system
is to be used for reference and as a guide determine the location and number of cuts
necessary to provide the fiat datum plane.

NOTE---lt is, rv important that personnel taking readings or other data do not work
in the immediate arfa of the excavator or the swing path of its boom.

9. When the system is shut down for the evenie_ or if the wind changes direction, plastic sheets
should be laid over the soil dump area to p,"vent contamination of unexcavated pit area.

PHASE I

1. Mark off the i0 x 40-ft area for the Phase I test. Set up the sighting lines to the west and
south sides of the plt to use as guides for taking cut depth measurements at ali 30 grid
locations.

2. Using the Phase I sighting lines as guides and laser transmitter as a flat plane reference, use a
laser receiver on a graduated survey mast to establish and record the height readings across
the 30 point grid on the proper forms.

3. Set the excavator bucket for a 3-in. cut. Ensure the excavator is tumed off, and the operator's
cab is empty.

4. Execute the flow program and enter the appropriate program identification. Select display
time for flow readout for each sampler and io!tiate the ?rogram. Typically, the flow display
will readout in increments of 5 seconds. The program shall be set to run for the desired
length of time to cover the length of test planned. Ali flow data shall directly transferred
from the data logger to the disk storage in the increments previously described. The program
can be terminated at any time to accommodate varying test lengths.

3. Piace filters in the high-volume (HI-VOL) samplers, turn on the samplers, and obtain 30
minutes worth of background dat_. "

6. Tum off the sampler pumps, remove the background sample filters, and piace in premarked
petri dishes. The pctri dishes shall be stored for later analysis.

7. The next set of clean filters are removed from their petri dishes and placed in the air
samplers.
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8. Turn on the HI-VOL and LO-VOL samplers and begin taking contamination control data.

9. Start at the south end of the flat datum plane and remove a complete layer from the total
datum plane area taking special care when crossing the 10 x 40-ft test area.

! 0. rum off the sampler pumps, remove the background sample filters, and place in premarked
petri d_:shes. The petri dishes shall be stored for later analysis.

1 1. Repeat Step 1 to measure the actual soil removed at ali 30 points in the 10 x 40-ft area and
, establish a datum for the next cut. Record any breaks or steps left at the edges of the cuts.

Record this information on the proper forms. The Sonsub project manager or project
engineer and the EG&G Idaho, Inc., site representative will approve these data before
proceeding with the test.

12. Set the excavator bucket for a 4-in. cut. Ensure the excavator is turned off and operator's cab
is empty.

13. Repeat Steps 4 through 11 but with the excavator bucket set for a 4-in. cut.

14. Set the excavator bucket for a 6-in. cut. Ensure the excavator is tumed off and operator's cab
is empty.

15. Repeat Steg. 4 through 11 but with the excavator bucket set for a 6-in. cut.

16. Leave the bucket set at the 6-in. cut setting.

17. Repeat Steps through 11, but take two 6-in. cuts over the total datum plane area to total 12 in.
before taking the actual cut depth readings.

18. Verify that ali readings are properly recorded. The Sonsub project manager or project
engineer and EG&G idaho site representative will approve these data before proceeding with
the demonstration.

19. This completes Phase I of the test.

PHASE II

l. Remove the Phase l test sighting lines and other markers.

2. Using the Phase II sighting lines as guides and the laser transmitter as a flat plane reference,
use the manual laser receiver on a graduated survey mast to establish and record the height
readings across the 50 point grid required for the Phase II test. Record this information on
the proper forms. The Sonsub project manager or project engineer and EG&G Idaho site
representative will approve these data before proceeding with the test.

3. Mark off a 10 x 10-ft diamond shaped area in the middle of the pit to represent an obstacle
• to be excavated around.

4. Execute the flow program and enter the appropriate program identification. Select display
• time for flow readout for each sampler and initiate the program. Typically, the flow display

will readout in increments of 5 seconds. The program shall be set to run for the desired
length of time to cover the length of test plamled. Ali flow data shall be directly transferred
Crom the data logger to the disk storage in the increments previously described. The program
can be terminated at any time to accommodate varying test lengths.

5. Place filters in the HI-VOL samplers, turn on the samplers, and obtain 30 minutes worth of
background data.
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6. Turn off the sampler pumps, remove the background sample filters, and piace in premarked
petri dishes. The petri dishes shall be stored for later analysis.

7. The next set of clean filters are removed from their petri dishes and placed in the air
samplers.

8. Set the excavator bucket for a 3, 4, or 6-in. cut. Ensure the excavator is turned off and
operator's cab is empty. This setting will be used for the remainder of the demonstration.
The trailing control plane must be reset to zero after the first cut in each layer.

9. Turn on the HI-VOL and LO-VOL samplers and begin taking contamination control data.

10. Start at the south end of the pit operating from the east side. Begin taking 3 ft wide strips of
soil. At the end of each strip, rotate the excavator 180 degrees and dump the soil being
careful to generate as little unnecessary dust as possible.

11. As the excavator moves down the length of the pit, a Sonsub technician begins taking actual
cut depth measurements at the grid locations. Record any breaks or steps left at the edges of
the cuts. Record ali measurements on the proper forms. Operation of the excavator must be
coordinated with EG&G Idaho personnel taking air samples. Take at least 10 soil moisture
probe readings at random locations throughout the area of soil to be removed. The depth at
which the reading will be taken shall be one-half of the depth of soil to be removed in the
next increment.

NOTE---lt is very important that personnel taking readings or other data do not work in
the immediate area of the excavator or the swing path of its boom.

12. The Sonsub project manager or project engineer and EG&G Idaho site representative will
approve the data for each layer before proceeding with the test.

13. When the excavator reaches the end of the pit, having completed one pass, it returns to the
south end and starts a second pass. Continue taking cuts down to a 6 ft maximum depth or
•antil direction by the EG&G Idaho site representative.

14. Once sufficient data have been gathered to the satisfaction of the EG&G Idaho site
representative, the Phase II test can be considered complete.

PHASE III

1. Move the excavator to the western side of the Cold Test Pit to begin the production phase
(Phase III) of the demonstration.

2. Take as many cuts as necessary to establish a flat datum on the top of the pit using the laser
system as a reference.

3. At the end of each cut, rotate the excavator 180 degrees and dump the soil being careful to
generate as little unnecessary dust as possible.

4. Once the flat datum is established, the approximate track pattern required by the excavator to
complete a complete layer removal for each test will be recorded. This information will be
utilized to determine the area that would be required outside of the perimeter of a hot pit for •
safely maneuvering an excavator- of this size class.

5. Begin taking 3 ft wide slices of soil traversing down the length of the pit and back. The object
is to establish a measurable production rate for this process with no delays for sampling or
measurements. Record ali volume and time data on the proper forms.

6. As the excavator moves down the length of the pit, a Sonsub technician begins taking actual
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cut depth measurements at the grid locations. Record any breaks or steps left at the edges of
the cuts. Record ali measurements on the proper forms.

7. The Sonsub project manager or project engineer and EG&G Idaho site representative will
approve file data for each layer before proceeding with the test.

COLD TEST PIT RESTORATION

1. At the completion of this test, remove ali markers and other items from the site. Use the
bulldozer and excavator to restore the site to an as found condition.

2. Demobilize ali equipment and personnel from the site.
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